
If you use Gathering Time each week, plan a way for the children to
form groups as they arrive. Ask the shepherds for each group to sit in
the same area of the gathering place each week. Each group should
have a different color flag, sign, or carpet square for identification. Ask
the shepherds to visit with the children as they arrive, making them
welcome and reminding them to stay with the group.

If you do not have a Gathering Time, review the activities suggested
for these times as possibilities for additional activities in your stations.

Setting the Stage
Wrap one large appliance box with wrapping paper and top it with a
giant bow. Place the wrapped box in the Gathering Time area. The
children will wrap the additional boxes in Week 1 similar to the
sample that the leader has prepared.

Each Week
Begin by singing “O Come, All Ye Faithful.” Have the children bring
their offerings forward to a large offering basket at the front of the
room as they sing.

Do the suggested activity for the week.

After the activity is completed, close with a prayer, and then dismiss
the children to go to their assigned stations.
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Resources
✹ Follow the Star

MP3
✹ “O Come, All Ye

Faithful” lyrics and
sheet music

Supplies
different colored flag,

sign, or carpet
square for each
group

MP3 player
large offering plate or

basket
several appliance

boxes
solid-color wrapping

paper
scissors
tape
giant bows
newsprint or

markerboard
markers
posterboard
pencils
paper
pillowcases
thank-you cards
colored pencils
large envelopes
Christmas candy or

treats for last week
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Gathering Activities
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Close with a prayer.

Week 1
Prepare
Collect appliance boxes—one for each group.

With the Children
Say: Over the next several weeks we will

study the story of the wise men who
came to find Jesus, to worship him, and
to offer him gifts.

Ask: What are the gifts that the wise men
brought to Jesus?

Say: As we will discover over the next several
weeks, it took the wise men a year or two
to get to where Jesus was living with his
family in Bethlehem. Jesus was already a
young toddler when they arrived. While
the gifts of the wise men were appropriate
for Jesus as the Messiah and the Son of
God, they were certainly not the typical
gifts you would give a toddler.

Ask: What are some gifts that you might give
a toddler?

Say: Over the next several weeks, we will
collect gifts to give to toddlers in need as
a way of sharing the spirit of Christmas
with others. Today, each group will
decorate a collection box to use in
collecting these gifts and toys.

Give each group a large appliance box, 
solid-color wrapping paper, scissors, tape,
markers, and a giant bow.

Ask the shepherds to help the children wrap
the boxes with the top open so that people
can drop the gifts they bring inside. Bows can
be wrapped around the boxes or placed on
one side.

Have each group write the name of their
group somewhere on the box.

Invite children to begin bringing donations for
their boxes the next week.

Week 2
Ask the groups to place the donations they have
brought in the boxes that they decorated last
week. Ask groups to show or tell about some of
the items that have been brought.

Invite each group to customize their box by
drawing pictures and decorations on the 
solid-color wrapping paper.

Week 3
Prepare
Contact the person who is responsible in your
church for putting together the church
newsletter or website. Ask if the children may
create letters about the mission project to
submit. Be sure to get any guidelines or
limitations that might apply.

With the Children
Ask the groups to place donations they have
brought in their boxes. Ask groups to show or
tell about some of the items.

Give each group paper and pencil. Invite the
group to work together to create a letter for the
church newsletter or website. In the letter they
should explain their mission project is to
collect gifts and toys for toddlers. Write the
details of the mission project on newsprint or a
markerboard where all the groups can see it
and refer to it as they write their letters. Be
sure each group includes: items to collect, the
organization or group that will receive and
distribute the items, where people can bring
items, and when people need to bring items.

Follow-Up: Submit the letters to the person
responsible for the newsletter or website. If
needed, find someone to type the letters to
submit. Bring copies of any published letters
for the groups to see.

Week 4
Ask the groups to place any donations they
have brought in their boxes. Ask the groups to
show or tell about some of the items.
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Give each group a piece of posterboard for every
three to four people in the group. Invite the
children to work in small groups to make posters
encouraging people to bring donations. Post the
information that was listed on the newsprint or
markerboard in Week 3. Be sure the children
include on their posters what items are needed,
where they can be brought, and when they are
needed. Display the posters around the church.

Week 5
Prepare
Contact leaders of adult Sunday school classes
about bringing their donations this week.
Perhaps, some of the children’s letters written
during Week 3 would be appropriate to use. Allow
the children to go around and collect donations
from the classes. Assign each group a willing
adult Sunday school class. Write the name and
location of the assigned adult Sunday school class
on an index card for each of the groups.

With the Children
Ask the groups to place any donations they
have brought in their boxes. Ask the groups to
show or tell about some of the items that have
been brought.

Say: Today, we are doing something a little
different. We have talked with some of the
adult Sunday school classes, and they
have agreed to help us with donations.
They have brought their donations to
church today. Our job is to go to their
classrooms and collect the gifts they have
brought. When we journey to their
classrooms, we will be guests just like the
wise men were when they visited Jesus.
We need to act as respectful as the wise
men did, and we need to thank the
people in the class for helping us make a
difference for so many children.

Pass out pillowcases to the groups to use for
collecting the donations. Be sure the groups
know their assigned stations. Then close with
prayer before they leave.

Say: Once you have collected the donations,
bring them to your donation box. Then
go to your assigned station.

Week 6
Prepare
Contact the agency or group that will be
distributing the gifts and toys. Ask them if
they have specific sorting requirements for the
gifts and toys so that you can sort them
appropriately before donating them.

With the Children
Ask the groups to place donations they have
brought in their boxes. Ask them to show or
tell about some of the items.

Invite the groups to sort the gifts and donations
according to the agency’s specifications. If the
agency does not have a specific way of sorting
donations, have the children sort the items into
categories, such as clothing, bedding, toys, and
so forth, or sort the items by age.

Week 7
Ask the groups to place any donations they
have brought in their boxes. Ask groups to
show or tell about some of the items that have
been brought. Have this be the last week to
collect items.

Let the groups count the total number of
items collected. Use newsprint or a
markerboard to keep a running total of the
count from each group. Record the total
number where all the groups can see.
Celebrate what the children have done!

Week 8
Distribute paper and thank-you notes to the
groups. Invite the children to create pictures
and notes of thanks. Place several pictures and
notes in large envelopes to be delivered to the
adult classes that helped. Designate other notes
of thanks and pictures to be given to others in
the church that helped in some way. Be sure to
give a note or picture of thanks to the person
responsible for the newsletter or website. Make
notes or pictures of thanks that can be
published in the newsletter or on the website. 

Distribute Christmas candy or treats to the
children to celebrate what they have done!
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